Human City, Learning City  SUWON

- Integrated Governance and Partnership with Citizen for Sustainable Future -
Joseon Dynasty

King Jeongjo
(Reign 1776~1800)
220 years have passed......
UNESCO World Heritage Site - Hwaseong Fortress
Old but New
Slow but Fast
SUWON CITY VCR
Old but New Slow but Fast
Children Friendly

Elderly Friendly

Women Friendly
Suwon
Lifelong Learning
Organizations - \(613\)
Anybody School! (Nuguna School)
Anything School! (Mwolado School)
Toilet Culture School! (Mr. Toilet House)
Title of a picture: “The day I got married”
Outcome of Suwon
Lifelong Learning

VCR
Outcome of Suwon Lifelong Learning
Welfare
Citizen-Engaged Community Building Project
Suwon’s Eco-Mobility Project
Suwon Hwaseong Cultural Festival
: Reenactment of King Jeongjo’s Royal Parade
Humanities City, Suwon

**Humanities**
Improve people’s quality of life

**Humanities City**
Put people and their happiness first

**Humanities Spirit**
Wisdom of citizens connects the world
Libraries 10-minute walk from home! City of Library
4th Industrial Revolution
People and Learning Society
If you want to go fast, go alone

If you want to Go Far, Go Together!

- African Proverb -
Suwon’s Governance
500 People Round-Table Discussion
Citizen’s Committee for Urban Planning

24.1% of citizen’s opinion: Reflected in basic planning

70.4% of citizen’s opinion: Reflected in policies
The 6th UNESCO CONFINTEA VI MTR
25~27 October, 2017
See you in
SUWON
‘Again’